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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In the late 1960s tv/o writers of considerable 

ability and intellectual promise each published an auto

biography. These books. North Toward Homei and Making It,̂  

lend themselves to comparison quite readily because the 

writers, Willie Morris and Norman Podhoretz, are both in 

the professional world of literary journalism. The com

parison is also the more interesting because these two men 

are from backgrounds which differ in almost every respect. 

Before beginning a discursive examination of these two 

autobiographies, it is, however, necessary to establish 

some definitive criteria for the autobiography as a liter

ary genre. Because scholars have not fully agreed on the 

basic requirements of the bona fide autobiography, this 

introduction will establish some norms by which to judge 

North Toward Home and Making It, 

James M. Osborn, in a lecture delivered at the 

Fifth Clark Library Seminar at the University of California 

%illie Morris, North Toward Home (Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin, 1967). Hereafter cited as NTH. 

2Norman Podhoretz, Making It (New York: Bantam 
Books, 1969). Hereafter cited as Ml, 



in 1959» listed these minimum characteristics for the 

autobiography as a literary genre: ". . .it should be 

the history of a life, told by the person himself, usually 

in the first person. . . . it should be v/ritten in conscious 

literary form of some kind, an orderly plan of narration, 

usually with a beginning, a middle, and (God permitting) 

an end. . . . it should be a sustained attempt to delineate 

a whole life up to the date of termination, albeit with 

selection of details."^ 

Robert F. Sayre, in The Examined Self, enumerates 

various styles of self-history, defining the autobiography 

tentatively as "an examination of self as both a sovereign 

integrity and a member of society . . . an endless stream 

of demonstrations of their inseparability."^ As he 

carefully demonstrates his thesis, by discussing Henry 

Adams and Henry James in close comparisons, Sayre also 

builds a convincing definition of the autobiography: 

. . . autobiography is not only one of the human 
enterprises or esthetic genres in which the need 
for form is felt but, more particularly, a genre 
which holds out peculiar opportunities for giving 
form to other enterprises as v/ell—to life, private 
and general. But such autobiography can be written 
only by people endowed with the necessary kind of 
consciousness of themselves and with the ability to 
universalize their lives in such a way that the 

3James M. Osborn, The Beginnings of Autobiography 
in England (Los Angeles: University of California Press, 
1959)/ PP" 3-^. 

Robert F. Sayre, The Examined Self (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 196^), p. 6. 
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form has more than limited interest and application,^ 

A mere definition does not, however, do full jus

tice to a background study. A brief survey of the history 

of the autobiography reveals that except for a few short 

sketches of an autobiographical nature, no noteworthy 

bona fide autobiography appeared before about A.D. 397, 

v/hen St, Augustine's Confessions was completed. This 

work is, therefore, considered a monument, a focal point 

of the art of self-revelation, because it was several 

centuries before another such piece was written. It has 

been pointed out that the Christian era brought into being 

the concept of the importance of the individual soul and 

made possible an autobiography of the kind v.'hich was 

written by St, Augustine. Then, when the so-called dark 

ages had passed, the era of the Italian Renaissance 

brought forth new literature and art in which man as a 

human being was glorified, and from this climate of opinion 

emerged a second milestone in the developnient of autobio

graphical writing: the autobiography of Benvenuto 

Cellini, the artist, and that of Girolamo Cardano, the 

scientist, 

Cellini's work, the more widely read of the two, 

is recognized today alongside Augustine's work as a 

classic of the genre. In the seventeenth and eighteenth 

^Sayre, pp, 87-88, 



centuries, a growing number of persons produced works 

about individual lives, and, though some of these works 

give more insight into the struggles of nations and 

principalities than of personages, biographies and auto

biographies soon began to appear in much greater abundance, 

and by the last half of the nineteenth century the auto

biography, along with the biography, had become an 

accepted literary form in the V/estern world. 

The question of motivation is another essential 

facet in the examination of the autobiography. Just v/hy 

does any man desire to commit to print his assessment of 

his life history? Edgar Johnson, in One Mighty Torrent, 

has made some cogent observations concerning the motive 

of the autobiographer. He makes the point that the 

motives of the autobiographer differ from those of the 

biographer in regard to the attitude toward the subject. 

The man who writes about himself may despise himself to 

the point of self-abasement and humiliation, or, at the 

opposite extreme, may inflate his ego to a ridiculous 

caricature. But somewhere in between there is room for 

the man who feels there may be some value to himself and 

others in the telling of his life. He has had the singular 

advantage of knowing v;hat and hov/ he feels and hov/ he 

reacts. If he relates these feelings and reactionG v/ith 

a basic honesty, there Vvill be recorded, at least in part, 

a unique human experience. Johnson contends, hov/ever. 



"If an entirely candid and complete autobiography has 

never been written it is because the poor, vain, humbled, 

and deluded human soul, even when it can bear the spec

tacle of its own nakedness, cannot bear revealing it to 

another,"° 

Another scholar of the autobiography, Saul fv. 

Padover, writes in Confessions and Self-Portraits; ^600 

Years of Autobiography that there are three primary m.otives 

for the recording in print of one's life: egoism, peda

gogy, and self-defense. But as he further explores the 

idea of motivation, Padover theorizes in a more psycho

logical frame of reference: 

, • . one has the impression that V/estem m.an has 
lost increasingly a sense of assurance and direction, 
sometimes desperately trying to find his bearings 
in what may perhaps be called an Age of Unhappiness, 
. . . Modem autobiography is perhaps the most 
dramatic manifestation of v/orld-v/ide self-doubt and 
quest for personal security through personal asser
tion. . . . It took thousands of years of history 
before men and women began to think themselves 
sufficiently important, as individual entities, to 
write up their lives.' 

Robert Sayre, examining the motivation of the 

autobiographer, compares the Confessions of St. Augustine 

and the Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin. Augustine, 

writes Sayre, "did not display himself naked for mere 

^Edgar Johnson, One Mighty Torrent; The Drana of 
Biography, 2nd ed, (New York: The Macmillan Co., 1955)» 
p. 38. 

7saul K. Padover, Confessions and Self-rortraits 
(New York: John Day, 1957)» pp. xvi-xviii. 



nakedness* sake, like Rousseau, but for the sake of honesty 

to his God, v/ho he believed always knew his naked soul, and 

for the sake of the relief it brought him,"8 Franklin, 

deist and statesman, v/rote an altogether different sort 

of self-history. In Franklin's v/ork form and intent are 

quite secular, and the so-called "success" autobiography 

of Franklin serves a purpose different from that served 

by the pious autobiography of St, Augustine, "In Adam's 

terms," Sayre says, "Augustine v/as a Unity, Franklin the 

first example of Twentieth Century Multiplicity,"^ 

The literary v/eaving of an autobiography demands 

an artist who can see and feel the texture of truth v/ithin 

his hands; he must bring to his artistry a balance of 

psychological, emotional, and historical data, and must 

not be content v/ith a cloth that is uneven or loosely 

woven. When the v/ork is done, the garment should fit 

reasonably v/ell and should be v/earable for many years. 

To extend the metaphor, however, an artistic weave is 

achieved by a careful choosing of complimentary and con

trasting shades and textures, and the cut of the cloth 

is determined by the desired results. 

Several scholars write about the problem of truth 

within the autobiography, Fadover, in Confessions and 

8sayre, p, 11. 

9sayre, p. 13. 



Self-Portraits, asserts that inner truth is hard to come 

by. He feels that the individual is rare who knows and 

understands himself sufficiently to risk a public display 

of the inner self; furthermore, it is impossible to record 

the whole of any life. The autobiographer must, then, 

select that which he dares to tell and that which he has 

space for telling; consequently, no autobiography is abso

lutely true. The v/riter distorts the story by the very 

act of selecting that which can be told in the space of 

a book, and he may also place undue emphasis on certain 

events of his life, and in so doing produces further dis

tortions, 

Edgar Johnson points out that the selections 

which the writer chooses to m.ake determine the reader's 

impression of the subject of the autobiography. Whether 

the self-portrait is a calculated piece of propaganda or 

a work that probes a depth beyond the need for pretense 

depends largely on the writer's own self-image. It may 

well be that some personal qualities may be blurred by 

other qualities which are just as real and perhaps of 

greater momentary strength. And, as Johnson points out, 

some autobiographies can make thoroughly enjoyable reading, 

even though they may not be entirely honest. 

Examining the problem of truth in the autobiography 

from another dimension, Roy Pascal, in Design and Truth in 

Autobiography, says that the task of one who writes of his 
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own life is to interpret the experiences of his life, 

knowing that conscious as well as unconscious meii cry is 

selective. Although an autobiographer may v/ish to be 

truthful, it is essential for the v/riter and reader to be 

set free from the concern of historical accuracy. Such 

history, interpreted, should be the fundamental upon which 

may be built the progressive revelation "of the personal

ity of the writer as a man pledged to life."^^ The cred

ible self-history, then, depends to a large measure on 

the autobiographer's working agreement with his ov/n inner 

truth, Pascal discusses the most creative usage of the 

multiplicity of incidents that characterize a man's life: 

The best autobiographies seem to suggest a certain 
power of the personality over circumstance, not 
in the arrogant sense that circumstance can be 
bent to the will of the individual, but in the 
sense that the individual can extract nurture out 
of disparate incidents and ultimately bind them 
together in his ov/n way, disregarding; all that 
was unusuable. Painful as v/ell as advantageous 
experiences can thus be transformed into the sub
stance of the personality,!^ 

Considering the many problems that the autobiogra

pher has to face, it is obvious that the ideas and theories 

put forth by the best scholars in the field must be put to 

the practical test of application. The literary market in 

America is well-stocked with innumerable so-called 

lORoy Pascal, Design and Truth in the Autob.̂  r.grarh\ 
(Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, ivoo;, p. ̂ u. 

^^Pascal, pp. 10-11. 
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autobiographies of persons from Hollywood to Maine. Since 

many of these works are of minor literary importance and 

are seemingly significant only insofar as the author's 

public image is enhanced, it is gratifying to study the 

recent autobiographies of Willie Morris and r:orman Podhoretz. 

These tv/o comparatively young men have reached what some 

would call the pinnacle of the profession of journalism. 

Each is the editor-in-chief of an important New York pub

lication. The story of the progress of each man as he has 

achieved such notable literary success affords the reader 

much insight and pleasure, and a comparison of the two 

careers is v/orthv/hile because of the striking dissimilar

ities in background, education, ideals, and self-image. 

Morris has written the story of his life in three 

distinct divisions: his childhood in Mississippi, his 

education in Texas, his career in New York City, barely 

into his thirties when he published North Toward Home, he 

writes from the perspective of success-in-progress. After 

growing up in the Deep South, he made a radical change by 

attending the University of Texas, Having received a 

Rhodes scholarship for graduate study, he spent several 

years in Oxford, England, then returned to Texas to be the 

editor of a politically-oriented newspaper. In 1963 

Morris moved on to the journalistic v/orld of New York City. 

He has, consequently, transcended the obvious channels 

that a Southern v/riter might fall heir to. He has become 
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a New York editor whose magazine deals with all manner of 

topics of interest and concern to American readers, albeit 

a reading audience of some literary taste and selectivity. 

In his autobiography, however, one of the most revealing 

insights is Morris' recognition of the importance of his 

Southern roots. 

It is clear that Norman Podhoretz, too, writes 

from the point of view of a revised self-understanding. 

He states in the preface to Making It that he is a young 

man who at thirty-five years of age has discovered that it 

is better to be a success than a failure. His autobio

graphy relates the process by which Podhoretz became 

educated to the assurance that money, pov/er, and fame are 

acceptable goals. Making It is also the story of a 

journey, and Podhoretz uses the image throughout his work, 

although in his case the journey is one of upv/ard mobility 

and achievement in the world of literary success. He dis

cusses at length the cult of "anti-success" which he 

learned at Columbia College and which was in direct opposi

tion to the standards of acquisition and success which 

his family had preached for years. The contradictory 

measures of worth filled Podhoretz with guilt and confusion; 

thus he feels strongly that he is in a position to discuss 

the gradual movement of his career through the intricate 

maze of ambition and self-esteem. 

In this introduction, certain factors of the study 
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of the autobiography have been considered briefly: defi

nition, history, motive, and truth. This thesis will 

discuss North Toward Home by Willie Morris and Making It 

by Norman Podhoretz in the light of these factors and will 

shov/ that each author has undergone a critical revision 

of his self-image. By recounting various events recorded 

in the autobiography of each m.an, the thesis will explore 

the childhood, education, and other influences v/hich 

helped to shape his youthful vision, and v/ill trace the 

literary beginnings and full initiation into the power and 

politics of the harsh literary v/orld of New York City. 

Attention v/ill also be given to the style and rhetorical 

technique of each autobiography in relationship to the 

tv/o personalities that emerge from the pages. 



CHAPTER II 

EMBARKATION: YAZOO CITY AND BROWNSVILLE 

Willie Morris' childhood memories make the most 

enjoyable reading to be found in North Toward Home, pri

marily because he is an accomplished storyteller. The 

narrative is woven with a rich texture of humor and nos

talgia directed both at the situation and at himself, but 

also with a seriousness of purpose. As he tells about 

his important forebears, especially about his uncle 

Henry S, Foote, who fervidly opposed secession and who was 

Governor of Mississippi in the 1850s, Morris engages the 

reader in an appreciation of his personal history. His 

grandmother and her brothers and sisters had all been born 

during and after the time of the Civil War, and passed on 

to V/illie Morris were many family stories of those years 

and afterwards "'when the furies of peace were v/orse than 

the terrors of war*"(NTH, 1^). 

Morris' feeling for his homeland derives from the 

very land itself. As Faulkner writes of the dark and 

brooding delta, fecund and deep, so alive that it groans 

and talks to itself, Morris says, "Mississippi would lurk 

forever in the heart"(NTH, 309). The first several pages 

of North Toward Home are devoted to description of the 

12 
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land around Yazoo City, Mississippi, and Morris makes it 

clear that the landscape itself has exerted a shaping in

fluence on the child. The book begins with a passage 

which echoes those found in Faulkner's novels: 

On a quiet day after a spring rain this stretch of 
earth seems prehistoric—damp, cool, inaccessible, 
the moss hanging from the giant old trees—and if 
you ignore the occasional diesel, churning up one 
of these hills on its way to Greenwood or Clarksdale 
or Memphis, you may feel you are in one of those 
sudden magic places of America, known mainly to the 
local people and merely taken for granted, never 
written about, not even on any of the tourist maps. 
To my knowledge this area of abrupt hills and deep 
descents does not have a name, but if you drive up 
and down them once on a fine day and never see them 
again, you will find them hard to forget, (NTH, 3) 

As a child Willie Morris v/as bright, athletic, 

mischievous, well-loved, of middle-class v/hite protestant 

parentage—in short, the paradigm of Southern boyhood. 

The reflective thirty-year-old man trying to discern the 

cultural influences that were at work upon the youth of 

the 1930s and 1940s can easily name the obvious: the 

Southern past which was ever present in the consciousness 

of a Mississippian; World V/ar II with its bewildering 

hatreds; the close-knit family group; the small-town 

institutions which shaped his social life; the racial 

attitudes which he accepted as law; the agrarian economy 

of the Mississippi delta; and an optimistic anticipation 

of the future, 

Ray Morris, Willie's father, who had come from 

Tennessee to Yazoo "was country, in the way that he was 
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tuned to its rhythms and its cycles; he and his Tennessee 

people were simple, trustworthy, straightforward, and 

good as grass"(NTH, 9)« It was he who decided that his 

son should leave Mississippi to go to the University of 

Texas, thereby affording Willie the chance of acquiring 

a broader outlook and a taste for varied styles of life, 

Morris* mother v/as a gentle woman, and it was her 

people v/ho captured the imagination of the young boy. 

They were of the "Deep South—emotional, changeable, 

touched with charisma and given to histrionic flourishes. 

They were courageous under tension and unexpectedly tough 

beneath their v/ild eccentricities, for they had a close 

working agreement v/ith God, They also had," says Iworris, 

"an unusually high quota in bullshit"(NTH, 9). The family 

name v/as Harper, a name which figured in the settling of 

Virginia and in the American Revolution, The Mississippi 

Harpers suffered, as did most Southerners, through very 

difficult times, trying to make the best of what they had, 

Morris v/rites: "The Harper legacy in such cases would 

teach me a great deal about how to roll with the punches" 

(NTH, 13). This heritage, both good and bad, is what 

Morris had to come to terms with years later as a Southern 

ex-patriate, 

Norman Podhoretz' childhood was different from 

Morris' in nearly every respect. A Brooklyn child of poor, 

immigrant Jewish parents and a member of a tough neighborhood 
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boys* club, Podhoretz was an academic success almost in 

spite of himself. Making It does not have as many pages 

on childhood as does North Tov/ard Home, Rather, the 

events and values of childhood v/hich seem to give insight 

into the pursuit and attainment of his career are the only 

events which Podhoretz shares with the reader, 

Podhoretz was tuned to the noise of the city. The 

environment of concrete and stone, apartment dwelling, the 

rapid-transit life style, urban noises and smells, fierce 

competition to prove athletic virility--all these bore upon 

the developing intellect of a Jewish boy who was the darling 

of the family and all the neighbors, Podhoretz could have 

satisfied and pleased his ambitious family completely by 

choosing to become a dentist or a medical doctor, and his 

intelligence would certainly have afforded him the chance 

to enter the lucrative professions v/hich his parents prized. 

It was not, however, his family who made the choice for him. 

The primary intellectual influence working on 

Podhoretz during his impressionable teenage years v/as a 

teacher whom he calls "Mrs, K." and who, he says, v/as 

"famous throughout the school for her altogether outspoken 

snobbery, which stopped short by only a hair, and some

times did not stop short at all, of an old-fashioned l:ind 

of patrician anti-Semitism"(MI, 6). As L.rs. K. pushed and 

pleaded with her brilliant student to rise above the natu

ral restrictions of his social and family background, he 
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at the time resisted with equal fervor. The significance 

of Podhoretz* relationship v/ith l.'.rs. K. was not limited, 

fortunately, to her snobbish appraisal of his manners, 

dress, and family. Podhoretz figured out later that v.hat 

Mrs. K. was telling him, v/ith infinitely less delicacy 

and tact than his own parents v/ould have used, v;as that, 

because he was a talented boy, a better class of people 

stood ready to admit him into their ranks. There v/ere, 

however, in Podhoretz* words, specifications to be met: 

"But only on one condition: I had to signify by my general 

deportment that I acknov/ledged them as superior to the 

class of people among whom I happened to have been born" 

(MI, 15). This Podhoretz calls the "brutal bargain" 

which he refused as a teenager because of the language in 

which it was conveyed but which he accepted v/ith wild 

enthusiasm as an undergraduate at Columbia. Ir̂ rs, K.'s 

dream v/as that Norman Podhoretz would v/in a scholarship 

to attend Harvard. Knov/ing him to be capable of such an 

achievement, she worked tov/ard that end like a "dementedly 

ambitious mother v/ith a somewhat recalcitrant son"(MI, 7), 

The battle of wills between teacher and student was not 

over Podhoretz' intellectual promise: this v/as alv/ays the 

understood qualitative factor. The battle v/as a result of 

the refusal of Mrs, K. to see any distinction between 

"taste in poetry and taste in clothes"(MI, 19) > ̂ '̂d the 

inability of Podhoretz to see any connection between the 
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two. Later he was able to explain his inability to under

stand Mrs, K.'s ambitions for him: 

Saint Paul, who v/as a Jev/, conceived of salvation as 
a v/orld in which there would be neither Jev/ nor Greek, 
and though he may well have been the first, he was 
very far from the last Jew to dream such a dream of 
transcendence--transcendence of the actual alterna
tive categories v/ith v/hich reality so stingily 
presents us. Not to be Jev/ish, but not to be Christian 
either; not to be a worker, but not to be a boss 
either; not—if I may be forgiven for injecting this 
banality out of my own soul into so formidable a 
series of fantasies—to be a slum child but not to 
be a snob either, Hov/ could I have explained to 
Mrs. K. that wearing a suit from de Pinna v/ould for 
me have been something like the social equivalent of 
a conversion to Christianity? And how could she have 
explained to me that there was no socially neutral 
ground to be found in the United States of America, 
and that a distaste for the surroundings in v/hich I 
was bred, and ultimately (God forgive me) even for 
many of the people I loved, and so a new taste for 
other kinds of people—hov/ could she have explained 
that all this v/as inexorably entailed in the logic 
of a taste for the poetry of Keats and the painting 
of Cezanne and the music of Mozart? (MI, 19) 

Although Podhoretz received the coveted Harvard 

scholarship, his family could not afford the expense of 

room and board in Camibridge for their son, and it was 

fortunate that he had also v/on a more complete scholar

ship to nearby Columbia College, Mrs, K.'s striving had 

not been altogether fruitless. 

For Morris, as for Podhoretz, a strict and demand

ing English teacher made her mark indelibly on at least 

one small-town boy. Morris' teacher "had little patience 

with the slow ones, or the ones who refused to work, but 

for those who tried, or who performed with some natural 



intelligence, she was the most loyal and generous of 

souls"(NTH, 135). In retrospect Morris could say, "There 

must be many another small toY«Ti in America v/ith woiT̂ en 

like her—trying, for v/hatever reason, to teach s:?.all-

tov/n children the hard basics of the language, and some

thing of the literature it has produced--unyielding in 

their standards, despairing of mediocrity, and incorrupt

ible, and perhaps for all these reasons, scorned and 

misunderstood"(NTH, 135)* Y/hatever debt was felt by 

Morris and Podhoretz tov/ard these teachers has been repaid 

at least in part by these autobiographical salutes. 

The experience of subsequent years enabled 

Podhoretz to look back to the pressures and snobberies 

of Mrs. K. as a catalyst which had forced him to a con

frontation v/ith the issue of class systems, an important, 

though ordinarily denied, element of American society. 

His ability to discuss the issue of class seems to come 

out of the fact that he v/as of the lower class and was 

not av/are of the subtle movement outward that, even as a 

young boy, he himself v/as making. Podhoretz discusses 

at length the part that speech habits play in the possi

bility of social mobility, "Now v/hatever else may be 

involved in a nondeliberate change of accent, one thing 

is clear: it bespeaks a very high degree of detachment 

from the ethos of one's immediate surroundings"(I-J, l6). 

Podhoretz believed at sixteen that he could have a career 
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as a great and famous poet but that he v/ould not have to 

live in a different class structure. Yet at sixteen his 

ov/n speech and cultural attitudes were already losing the 

characteristics of his ethnic and geographic background, 

enough so that even friends of the family could observe 

that he v/ould not even recognize them on the street in 

another ten years, 

Morris does not write about class structures as 

such, but the class system of the South v/as perhaps more 

nearly an integral part of everyday life than it was in 

the North, The Morris family v/as easily classified in 

Yazoo City as middle-class, v/hite and Protestant. Because 

of the old and respected family background, they were 

socially acceptable, even though Ray Morris v/as a salaried 

employee of a gasoline distributer. There were tv/o other 

classes in Yazoo City, hov/ever, v/hich v/ere considered 

socially inferior, A member of the so-called "white trash," 

unless he became wealthy, was not likely to rise to promi

nence, and the Negro had no chance. Descendant of a slave, 

the Negro v/as doomed to remain outside the higher social 

realms, 

Morris v/rites of the general attitude of v/hites 

that Negroes were the private property of the tov/n and 

could be dealt with as desired. It was only after he had 

been gone from Mississippi for more than three years that 

Morris was rudely awakened to the reality of racial 
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prejudice in the town and people he loved. He attended an 

organizational meeting of a White Citizens Council in 

Yazoo shortly after the town had been picked as a target 

for NAACP action. He was shocked and dismayed to see 

friends and neighbors of a lifetime becoming a hate-filled 

mob that was planning to take unconstitutional retributive 

action against any Negroes v/ho had supported the NAACP 

petition for integrated schools. 

The memories of childhood and adolescent feelings 

toward Negroes are told in a way which suggests a deeply 

felt shame. The inconsistencies and cruelties against 

the black people, the terror and curious pleasures that 

v/ere surely neither unusual nor individual for a v/hite 

boy in Mississippi caused scars v/hich were to become 

soul-depth aches v/ith which Morris v/as beset for years 

afterward. Perhaps the most radical change in later years 

was the emergence in him of a reflective attitude toward 

the Negro race. He came to see the black people as human 

beings with more than their share of suffering and poverty. 

Recalling the time v/hen he had pommeled a small Negro 

child v/ho was walking down the sidewalk, he says: "My 

hurting the Negro child , , . was a gratuitous act of 

childhood cruelty—but I knew later that it was something 

else, infinitely more subtle and contorted"(I'TH, 78). 

That Morris devotes an entire chapter of the first section 

of his book to the Negro problem is indicative of its 
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relative importance in the formative years. 

The diverse religious backgrounds of Morris and 

Podhoretz make interesting comparisons. The formal Hebrew 

training expected of every Jewish child is comprehensive 

and is grounded in a sound theological and historical per

spective. The Protestant, and more specifically the 

Methodist, upbringing is based on pale stories and vague 

beliefs v/hich may confuse more than instruct a child in 

the faith. The situation is not the fault of the great 

Protestant theologians, nor does it place a greater degree 

of validity on the tenets of Judaism as opposed to Metho

dism. Part of the woeful lack of lucidity for Methodists 

is due to the fact that religious conviction or faith, 

at least through the 1930s-1950s, was based not on care

fully considered Biblical exegesis and insight, but on 

the emotional response and visible social action of the 

"believer." Since the burden of proof was not the problem 

of the Protestant church, there was a far lesser demand 

for scholarly inquiry into the foundations for belief. 

The cultural median of Yazoo City was Methodism 

and the shades of goodness depended on how many times an 

individual had succumbed to the emotional pressure to kneel 

at the altar to be "saved." Willie Morris remembers the 

so-called religious experience of his childhood and youth 

with derisive sentimentalism: 

Before I turned twelve, I had been "saved," not once. 
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but at least a dozen times. I had played, at various 
times in church pageants, kings, wisemen, angels, 
shepherds, camel-drivers, Joseph, and Jesus. I had 
given away enough frankincense and myrrh to stock 
the cosmetics counter in a modest-sized nickel-and-
dime store, and I had tried to get into so many inns 
where there v/as no more room that I v/ould have done 
better to take out a long-term American Express 
Credit Card acceptable at all hostelries in the 
Middle East. , . , I could seldom resist; the mileage 
I chalked up going from pew to altar would have done 
justice to one of Jimmy Brown's best seasons; and 
afterward I v/as so full of peace and benevolence, 
however temporarily, that I would be tempted to em
brace the first person I saw in the street, white 
or nigger, (NTH, 38-39) 

The preachers Morris characterizes, the camp meetings, 

youth fellov/ship rallies, interminable prayer services, 

the Sunday piosities and vapid hypocrisies of regular 

church-goers--all these components of the Protestant 

social/cultural ethic are presented v/ith an undercurrent 

of contempt. 

Social standing and v/ealth were strong determiners 

of the various denominational memberships, and beginning 

with the Episcopal church in the center of tov/n, the grada

tions of social status could be traced all the v/ay to the 

outskirts of town, where the poor folks sang and shouted 

in their fundamentalist sect groups. 

The gradual diminishing of Morris' religious fer

vor was inevitable for a very simple reason: 

But as a boy gets older, unless he has special inner 
resources, or a tailbone made of sheet-iron, or unless 
he gets saved by Billy Graham at tv/ilight in a foot
ball stadium, the simple small-town faith starts 
wearinp: thin. One cannot r.ove along at a crisp rate 
on a steady diet of salvation. With me the old-time 
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religion gradually began to wither not as a result 
of the exercises of brain cells, or the enlighten
ment of civilized discourse, for I would not have 
knov/n v/hat this was, but from plain human boredom. 

(NTH, 43) 

Even v/ith these cynicisms, there is also a quality 

of inescapable nostalgia for Morris, The better traits 

of the religious upbringing "are still so real to me that 

v/hen I hear church bells on some lonely, cold Sunday 

morning on Manhattan Island, I feel a touch of guilt, and 

the remorseless pull of my precocious piety, , . , 'The 

leave-takings of the children of faith,' Thornton Wilder 

v/rote, 'are like first recognitions,'"(NTK, 55), 

In comparison to the religious goings-on in Yazoo 

City, the faith of East European Jewish immigrants, whose 

religious convictions v/ere challenged and threatened 

daily, appears grounded in a much more substantial belief 

than is the Southern brand of Protestant religiosity. 

Though Podhoretz somev/hat glibly states his own lack of 

interest and achievement in Kebrev/ high school, there is 

not the element of contempt or disgust, however justified, 

that Morris shows for the religious practice itself. The 

importance of the comparison is not in how these two 

specific individuals acted out their inherited faiths, 

but is in the function of the religious phenomenon as an 

authentic expression of the v/orkable and concrete faith 

that shapes a man's response to the mystery of life, 

Hebrev/ education seems to take much more seriously the 
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whole man, not an isolated emotional facet. 

The fierce determination of Podhoretz' father to 

mold him into a good Jew was, of course, the result of 

numerous religious and cultural influences. An immigrant 

from Eastern Europe, his father was essentially "a Jewish 

survivalist, unclassifiable and eclectic, tolerant of any 

modality of Jewish existence so long at it remained iden-

tifiably and self-consciously Jewish, and outraged by any 

species of Jewish assimilationism, whether overt or con-

eealed"(MI, 22). The father v/anted his son to get a com

plete Jewish education; therefore the usual instruction 

leading to the bar mitzvah ceremony was not sufficient. 

Podhoretz was enrolled in a Hebrew high school to further 

his knowledge of Hebrew, the Bible, the Talmud, and Jewish 

history. He candidly confesses that the schooling would 

have been nearly intolerable had it not been for the ado

ration of yet another group of teachers, and the "quietly 

smoldering"(MI, 23) attentions of a rabbi's daughter who 

greatly enhanced his adolescent sex life. 

The childhood experiences upon which Morris elabo

rates are rather typical. In his early school memories, 

one teacher is particularly outstanding. She was the 

terror of a young fourth-grader's life. Miss Abbott's 

religious zeal was "so tenacious it got you by the extremi

ties and never let go"(NTH, 25)* Undoubtedly her Christian 

fervor contributed to Morris* negative reaction to the 
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church in later years. The curriculum was woven through 

with scripture lessons and sermons on sin and redemption. 

The enormous hatred Morris had for Miss Abbott prompted 

him one Christmas to send her a beautifully gift-v/rapped 

dog turd, 

Morris speculates that the need for "more specific 

exercises in intellection"(NTH, 29-30) enabled many a 

young boy's imagination to dream up fantastic and out

rageous practical jokes—from sending a case of Jack 

Daniels whiskey to the Tuesday meeting of the Baptist 

ladies to frightening younger children and blac): people 

in the cemetery. 

The baseball craze hit Yazoo every summer, and 

Morris writes of that pastime v/ith thoroughly enjoyable 

enthusiasm, "Like Mark Twain and his comrades growing 

up a century before in another village on the other side 

of the Mississippi, my friends and I had but one sustain

ing ambition in the 1940s, Theirs in Hannibal v/as to be 

steamboatmen, ours in Yazoo v/as to be major-league baseball 

players"(NTH, 101-102). When he v/as not playing baseball 

himself, he was listening to baseball broadcasts by "The 

Old Scotchman," Gordon McLendon, or memorizing statistics. 

The summer visits to his grandparents' home in 

Jackson v/ere for Morris an unequaled delight. Mamie and 

Percy, his grandparents, and the tv/o great-aunts v/ho lived 

with them grace the pages of North Tov/ard }:ome v/ith their 
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eccentricities and generous love. Percy devoted himself 

to young V/illie during those summer visits, taking his 

grandson on long rides on the streetcars, attending every 

baseball game v/ith him., and carving replicas of Mississippi 

riverboats for the young boy. 

Touched by the Korean V/ar in a different way than 

by World V/ar II, Morris became the bugler for the military 

funerals conducted by the American Legion. It v/as a 

different v/ar, not only in aim and scope, but also because 

the soldiers being brought back in coffins were friends 

and acquaintances of Morris, v/ho was himself still too 

young for the army. He stood on the hill overlooking the 

cemetery imtil it was time to play the echo to taps, watch

ing the service "v/hich seemed like a pantomime , , , or a 

simple folk-drama v/ith only the earth as the stage"(NTH, 96). 

Or perhaps he v/ould take his turn playing taps at the 

graveside, a task which was harder because of the shared 

grief. One particular observation that Morris makes is 

important: no matter how poor or backv/oods a family 

might be, the funeral of their son was dignified and im

pressive, and stress v/as always given to the sacrifice 

made by the boy for his country. 

This rather lengthy recounting of Morris' child

hood remembrances serves a purpose: it firmly establishes 

him as a child of native intelligence, of bright and 

creative ingenuity, of the rav/ material from which can be 
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molded the reflective man of honesty and integrity. Al

though he did not understand at the time, Morris was some

times struck by a consciousness of the world beyond Yazoo. 

One afternoon when I was fourteen or fifteen, 
sitting in the study hall reading Booth Tarkington's 
Seventeen, I gazed out the v/indov/ and lazily soaked 
in the soft spring afternoon, and all of a sudden 
I felt overcome for no reason at all by the likeli
hood of a great other world somewhere out there— 
of streamlined express trains and big cities, and 
boats sailing to other countries, (NTH, 125) 

His education and sensitivity to human values would 

eventually v/oo him av/ay from his home, then later v/ould 

force him to look at his homeland with different eyes. 

Perhaps none of his teachers and friends would expect the 

change in Morris to be a dramatic one; the transition 

from Ŷ azoo to I";anliattan, however, was not only drciiiatic 

but also radical. 

Podhoretz* transition v/as perhaps less dramatic in 

terms of life style and locale, for a boy v/ho had grown 

up in Brooklyn was already acclimated to the sights and 

sounds and attitudes of the Big City, There was much to 

learn, however, as Podhoretz emerged from poor boy to 

prominent editor. Many values changed: aims and aspira

tions once held v/ere reappraised, and some v/ere revised. 

The reader must assume from sketchy remembrances what 

kind of child and adolescent Podhoretz was. Probably of 

great importance is the fact of his Jewish immigrant 

family. Stanley Kauffrr̂ ann writes in The Is'ew Republic: 
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If Podhoretz had come from Brovmsville as little as 
15 years earlier, he might have thought it necessary 
to change his name to Podd and might have thought 
that working on a magazine like Comraentary v/ould 
detour him into a side-road of American cultural 
life, , , . What has happened to the intellectual 
community, in social terms, is not a debasement of 
fine Anglo-Saxon standards but a healthy response 
to social change. Prejudice against non-V/ASPS in 
that community has passed from a social problem 
into pure pathology; and som.e sense of popular 
integration, as v/ell as a heightened interest in 
popular culture, has removed the absolutely auto
matic stigma attached to success. 

Except for isolated references to his childhood 

in terms of his religious and cultural inheritance, 

Podhoretz does not afford the reader the same kind of 

reading pleasure that Morris does. Making It is far 

more concerned with the analysis of success than v/ith any 

temptation to linger av/hile in the pler^sures of cbildhoori 

memories. The reader may wonder v/hether it took Podhoretz 

a certain amount of discipline to resist the temptation, 

or v/hether he was so intent upon his avov/ed purpose that 

he could easily bypass the recounting of various childhood 

experiences. 

l^stanley Kauffmann, "The Challenge of Success," 
rev. of Making It, by Korman Podhoretz, The New Republic, 
27 January i?58, p. 27. 



CHAPTER III 

EDUCATION: INTRAMURAL AND EXTRAIIURAL 

The higher education, both formal and informal, of 

Morris and Podhoretz gives a broad basis for comparison, 

Podhoretz' scholarship to Columbia College thrust him into 

an interesting and sometimes baffling new cultural milieu, 

complicated by the fact that he v/as also attending Seminary 

College, described as the undergraduate liberal arts divi

sion of the Jewish Theological Seminary. The two schools 

presented quite contrasting experiences. Seminary College 

continued the basic pattern of his high school education, 

but Columbia offered a multiplicity of nev/ standards in 

curriculum, classroom expectations, and assumptions about 

life. Podhoretz' initial reaction to this new reality 

differs little from Morris' first response to the Univer

sity of Texas. The boy from Brooklyn and the boy from 

Mississippi both responded with av/e at the mere discovery 

of ideas and the unlimited possibilities of the world of 

learning, Podhoretz was astonished at v/hat he found he 

did not knov/: 

Oddly enough for a boy of literary bent, I had 
read almost nothin{r before Columbia but popular 
novels and a few of the standard poets. I had 
never heard of most of the books v/e were given 
to read in Humanities and Contemporary Civilization--

29 
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the tv/o great freshman courses for v/hich the college 
is deservedly famous—let alone the modern authors 
whose names v/ere being dropped so casually all around 
me. Though I had been v/riting poems and stories ever 
since I could remember, I did not know what men v/ere 
doing v/hen they committed words to paper. I did not 
knov/ that there was more to a poem than verbal 
prettiness and passion, or that there was more to 
a novel than a story, I did not know v/hat an idea 
was or how the mind could play with it, I did not 
knov/ what history v/as, thinking of it as a series 
of isolated past events which had been arbitrarily 
selected for inclusion in the dreary canon of required 
knov/ledge, I did not knov/ that I was the product of 
a tradition, that past ages had been inhabited by men 
like myself, and that the things they had done bore 
a direct relation to me and to the v/orld in which I 
lived. All this began opening up for me at ColuFibia 
and it set my brain on fire, (MI, 24) 

Morris' astonishment v/as somev/hat more basic, but 

nonetheless exhilarating: 

But for so many of us v/ho converged on Austin, Texas, 
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experience, or to have jolted into us, or to undergo 
by some more subtle chemistry, did not mean a mere 
finishing or deepening, and most emphatically did 
not imply the victory of one set of ideologies over 
another, one v/ay of viev/ing literature or politics 
over another, but something more basic and simple. 
This v/as the acceptance of ideas themselves as some
thing v/orth living by. It v/as a matter, at the age 
of eighteen or nineteen, not of discovering certain 
books, but the simiPle presence of books, not the 
nuances of idea and feeling, but idea and feeling on 
their own terms, (NTH, 149-150) 

After the first culture shock of the college 

scene, hov/ever, the academic careers of Morris and 

Podhoretz do show quite a variance in content as v/ell as 

motivation, Podhoretz v/as "utterly open, limitlessly 

impressionable, possessed of something like total recall 

and a great gift for intellectual mimicry"(i«J, 25), His 
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energies and concerns were so devoted to highest academic 

achievement that he soon began to receive high marks. Of 

his rewards for effort he says: "Given . . . the intensity 

with which I v/orked, it is no v/onder—though it was a great 

and glorious wonder to me then—that A+'s (an unusual grade 

at Columbia outside courses in the sciences) should have 

begun appearing on my record almost as regularly as A's" 

(MI, 26). This acclaim was not, hov/ever, without its 

personal pain. The Columbia "snobs" were quick to let 

Podhoretz knov/ that they considered his manner in and out 

of the classroom to be insufferably crude. Ambition v/as 

thought to be the most reprehensible of personal character

istics, and Podhoretz had an overabundance of it. He 

claims that most of the snobs were probably serious and 

ambitious students v/ho v/ere limited and hemmed in by 

having to obey the code which dictated the proper quota 

of ambition a student might engage in. They were hostile 

to Podhoretz' flagrant violation of that code. The reader 

might be somewhat appalled not by the violation of the 

code but by the seeming audacity of a man who flaunts, 

even parades, his very high level of intelligence. It 

appears that v/hen Podhoretz decided to v/rite the autobio

graphy of success, he also decided that leaving out the 

main and indispensable component, that is, his extraordi

nary intelligence, v/ould result in a distorted revelation. 

It is interesting to turn from Podhoretz' uninhibited 
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account to Morris* remarks about academic achievement. 

There is, in fact, a certain reticence on Morris* part 

concerning his increasing ability in scholarship. Of his 

v/riting skill v/hile a high school student, Morris says 

that his prose style resembled a "Mack truck churning up 

mud"(NTH, 136). The simile is colorful enough, but the 

reader v/onders what kind of transformation happened in a 

fev/ short years that could turn a truck driver into a 

polished raconteur. One particular insight might shed 

some light on the question: 

For freshman English there v/as Franic Lye 11, a 
fellov/ Mississippian, and it v/as his high values, 
giving my outrageous themes D's and C's when 
I had expected A's as something of a birthright, 
which first suggested that the editorial texture 

serve in a world where English v/as master tongue. 
This was not merely a matter of syntax, discipline, 
and unheard-of-words. There came an av/areness 
that loose, insensitive, and poorly formed language 
belie a loose, insensitive, and poorly formed mind, 

(NTH, 165) 

And after Morris had met some students who v/ere actually 

serious about scholarship, he vov/ed to read every impor

tant book that had ever been written: 

, , , once this fire is lit, to consume and to knov/, 
it can burn on and on, I kept going back to the 
library, taking out tall stacks of books and reading 
them in a great undigested fury: Hemingway, 
Faulkner, Wolfe, Dreiser, anything in the American 
literature and American history shelves that looked 
promising, (NTH, l64) 

The right combination of a few good professors, 

a generous amount of helpful criticism, perhaps the right 
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question at the right time, and Morris* ov/n innate capa

bility resulted in a university career that set him apart 

from most of the "Silent Generation" of the 1950s. 

Morris describes the University of Texas as an 

institution which in the 1950s v/as "trying desperately to 

come up in the world"(NTH, I67). The University had 

suffered through a struggle against the "aggressive Philis

tinism of its old agrarian culture, and time and again it 

had been hurt badly by ruddy nabobs and crossroads poten

tates who were suspicious of its very existence"(i:TH, I67), 

and Morris invests a large portion of his section on Texas 

to the consideration of political and legislative hassles 

in which he became increasingly involved. 

The question should be asked in contrasting 

Making It and North Toward Home: why does Morris consider 

the University and the State of Texas as extremely impor

tant to his autobiography while Podhoretz gives relatively 

little of his attention to Columbia College as such, and 

much less to the political environs? Can the answers be 

found in the tv/o men themselves? The comparison is valid 

mainly because of the results of the tv/o careers, Morris 

writes: 

There it v/as politics, the ambivalent and exposed 
world of the politician, that taurht me about the 
complexity of human affairs, about the irrelevance 
of most dogmatic formulas, about loyalty and courage 
and devotion to human causes . . . One's faith and 
trust came to reside in the integrity and responsi
bility of a group of people, people v/ith shared 
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assumptions about reform and liberality, rather than 
in the superiority of certain coherent groupings of 
ideas about society, . . . The best fighters for 
justice and humanity in Texas were the best human 
beings, dealing compassionately with the enemy even 
in the heat of the fight, (NTH, 309) 

Western culture represented in microcosm by Columbia 

offered another kind of ansv/er to Podhoretz: 

The demand being made on me as a student of Jev/ish 
culture v/as concrete, explicit, and unambiguous: 
"Become a good Jew!" The demand being made on me 
as a student of V/estern Culture, by contrast, was 
seductively abstract and idealized: "Become a gentle
man, a man of enlightened and gracious mind!" It is 
not that Columbia was being dishonest in failing to 
mention that this also meant "Become a facsimile 
WASP!" . (MI, 36) 

Involved in the cultural demand v/as the growing 

fact of Podhoretz' ambition which gave even greater im

petus to his high achievem.ent. He explores the problem 

of the connection betv/een the study of literature and the 

contempt for success which seemied a pervasive force among 

his fellov/s at Columbia: 

It v/as at Columbia, then, that I was introduced 
to the ethos—destined to grow more and more pov/erful 
in the ensuing years--in which success was replacing 
sex as the major "dirty little secret" of the age, 
• , , My ov/n conversion to such values was yet another 
sign that the first lap in the long, blind journey I 
was making fromi Brooklyn to Manhattan had at last 
been completed, (MI, 40-4l) 

The academic period spent in England was, for 

both men, a quiet, reflective time, Morris barely miCntions 

those years, noting primarily that he felt isolated in a 

kind of dreamy lethargy. He studied American history, 

strangely enough, and after almost four years began to 
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feel too heavily logged with the past. He feared that 

Oxford might do away with the useful, as well as the use

less, enthusiasms. When he v/as asked to come back to 

Texas to take over the editorship of The Texas Observer, 

he "accepted v/ith alacrity"(NTH, 197). 

Podhoretz gives much greater emphasis to his years 

in England, for there his self-identity and self-confidence 

v/ere substantially clarified and reinforced. He v/as 

treated not as a lower class Jew with embarrassingly crude 

manners but as a gentleman. He had won tv/o impressive 

scholarships to study abroad so that he did not have to 

live in limited penury, Podhoretz' reactions to England, 

to Cambridge, to the new style and status he enjoyed are 

of importance, for the reader participates, in a sense, 

in the new-found identity. The initial phase of accultu

ration brought Podhoretz to some interesting realizations. 

He was surprised, av/ed, by the ancient and majestic look 

of England, He was moved to tears by the simple fact of 

having been assigned a tv/o-room suite v/ith paneled v/alls 

and leather furnishings. He was accorded a status v/hich 

had amenities and privileges he had never knov/n in the 

United States, and in only a short time he had rid him.self 

of the anxieties v/hich he had brought with him from 

America--anxieties over dress, manner, and social behavior, 

Podhoretz v/as enabled to observe the traditionally struc

tured class society, comparing it to that in AriCrica v/hich 
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he had seen demonstrated at Columbia. He also found an 

academic climate different from that in the United States: 

he soon learned that good grades are not a value in them

selves and that he could slov; dov/n his study pace to an 

easy, pleasurable trot. Of his learning experience in 

England he wrote: "Clare, then, meant a long reprieve 

from being tested by others; even better, it meant a re

prieve from being tested by myself"(Ma, 54). More impor

tant, perhaps, was the attitude of Podhoretz' young don 

toward scholarship: 

Taciturn, hard-headed, common-sensical, scholarly, 
and as English as empiricism itself, he was not 
in the least moved by those thrilling leaps of 
"insight" uninhibited by an excess of knov/ledge; 
those pseudo-Germanic syntheses undisturbed by 
mere detail; those v/ild pcrcGptions into the secret 
pattern of things whose secrets v/ere actually all 
on the surface; those daring analogies, the far
fetched the better since it took greater ingenuity 
to defend them; those fancy jargonistic formulations 
bespeaking a mastery of the concepts of modern 
criticism in all its chic varieties, those Eliotic 
pomposities, those Blackmurian obscurities, those 
(Kenneth) Burkean profundities—all those habits 
of mind and language which mixed together in an 
improbable stew and seasoned with the special 
pretentiousness of the sophmoric temperament, were 
what we meant at Columbia v/hen we used the word 
"brilliance": most coveted of epithets, most 
honorific of honorifics, v/as life v/orth living un
less one knew oneself to be deserving of its sacred 
bestowal? (MI, 54) 

These experiences at Clare were obviously deeply 

significant for Podhoretz, for they brought about a temper

ing of his intellectual ability; the sharpening of his 

critical insights; the toning of his zealous ambitions; 
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and the refining of his self-understanding, enabling him 

to see himself as a gentleman to whom respect was due. 

The Englishman who had the m.ost influence on 

Podhoretz was the literary critic, F.R. Leavis, He had, 

Podhoretz v/rites, a "quality of puritanical ferocity--

the other side of the paranoid coin—informing the workin̂ .̂ . 

of an intelligence as powerful and a sensibility as exqui

site as any I have ever encountered"(IQ, 59), At the age 

of tv/enty-one Podhoretz v/as asked to write an essay for 

Scrutiny, Leavis' formidable critical reviev/, and, in 

Podhoretz* opinion, this invitation was the supreme acco

lade. 

Despite the somewhat rom.antic notion that he 

could remain forever at Cambridge, Podhoretz felt a grow

ing uneasiness about himself and his accomplishments. He 

began to discover himself as an American; he began to de

fend the "new v/ay of looking at things"(MI, 65)* He 

realized a nev/ consciousness as an American: 

Much as a Negro until very recently could go through 
school v/ithout ever being told that he existed as a 
factor in the history of America, I myself had spent 
six years at two major universities v/ithout ever 
finding out that America existed as a factor in the 
history of the V/est, that it v/as anything but an in
ferior and altogether uninteresting off-shoot of 
European civilization, (MI, 67) 

Podhoretz* new feelings about America, hov/ever, 

engendered some nagging doubts concerning the worth for 

him of an academic career. He became av/are of the 
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"untranscended parochialism and provinciality"(MI, 68) of 

English literature, and the natural extension of that 

av/areness was his seeing not an abstraction called Culture, 

but a pluralism of cultures, some perhaps more valuable 

than others, but each v/ith a "patrimonial spiritual estate" 

(MI, 68), In short, he came to see America as a worthy 

place for her sons to live and work. 

Both of the autobiographers eventually looked at 

England v/ith more critical eyes. V/hen Podhoretz returned 

to Cambridge for his last year of study, he began to be 

oppressed and affronted by the eternal calm and beauty of 

England v/hich had at first captivated him. He grev/ im

patient with literary smugness and disgusted with the in

difference of Cambridge to v/hat v/as happening in the rest 

of the v/orld. V/illie Morris felt similarly. He mentions 

his landlady v/ho "refused to concede that America existed, 

even in the mind of God"(i;TH, 197). And he agrees with 

his American predecessor v/ho had said: "Oxford is a place 

. • • v/here there are alv/ays too many bells ringing in 

the rain"(NTH, 195). 

Podhoretz had spent the summer before his final 

year at Cambridge in a tentative state of mind. Tv/o events 

that summer were to be of great weight in his vocational 

decision. One v/as a visit to the Trillings; the other v/as 

a visit to the offices of Commentary, a publication of the 

American Jev/ish Committee. At Commentary he discovered 
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that the avant-garde intellectual world and Jewish culture 

could be successfully integrated; that there was a v/ealth 

of interesting writers to become acquainted with; and that 

he was being "courted" as a promising young Jewish intellec

tual. 

The conversation with Lionel and Diana Trilling 

was equally important to Podhoretz, for, after talking 

v/ith them, he began to do his first serious thinking about 

the phenomenon of power. The introduction of power into 

the narrative of Making rt is a subtle shift of emphasis 

from the story of Podhoretz* training for life to the 

story of the acquisition of both power and success, and 

the subject of the story becomes the making of a success

ful, powerful Nev/ York literary intellectual. 

After Cambridge, Podhoretz still had military 

service to experience. At v/hatever period in his life it 

might have come, he likely would have resented the physi

cal servitude involved in being a rookie in Basic Training, 

but the fact that he was inducted only five months after 

his return from university life in England (where, as he 

tells the reader, he had for the first time in his life 

acquired the sense of being a gentleman) made the descent 

even more painful for him. After several years of intense 

intellectual activity at Cambridge University and a short 

five months following his return to the United States in 

v/hich he had been using advantageously his newly acquired 
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skills as a literary critic and making a place for himself 

in the literary capital of the United States, he was sud

denly catapulted into a v/orld that placed no value v/hat so

ever on his attainments—into a v/orld that demanded of 

him., not intellectual eminence, but animal-like subser

vience, Podhoretz writes: 

Now I got an entirely unadulterated taste of v/hat 
it [the class systemj was like at the bottom. V/hat 
it was like dov/n there v/as, not to put too fine a 
point on it, pure hell. It was a place v/here you 
v/ere pushed around every minute of every day, forced 
to do backbreaking menial v/ork, denied any physical 
comfort or liberty of movement, deprived of indivi
duality, and treated with contempt. All this . , . 
made the experience as nearly unendurable as anything 
I have ever undergone. (MI, 133) 

Podhoretz* account of Basic Training is as close 

as he ever comes to cynical humor of the self-deprecating 

sort. His memories are painful, but his narrative is 

humorously objective. It resembles closely the style of 

Bernard Malamud's stories of the Jewish suffering anti-

hero whose over-dramatic "v/oe is me" evokes laughter from 

the reader. Perhaps self-pity, viev/ed by an outsider, is 

the basis of good comedy, for the outraged hero, powerless 

against forces indifferent to his suffering, can be the 

subject either of tragedy or comedy. The tone of the 

tale, after the fact, determines the listener's reaction. 

Podhoretz' progression from self-pity to self-hate gave 

occasion for the beginning insight into the nature of 

power. The kind of power valued in the army was represented 
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in the superior strength and physical stamina of the platoon 

sergeant. At one point Podhoretz was almost ready to bow 

to the logic of the sergeant and permitted the following 

comparison to cross his mind: [the sergeant'sj "element, 

being of the mind, was the vain illusion of a privileged 

and protected fev/"(MI, 136). But, since Basic Training 

lasted only three months, Podhoretz never really changed 

his mind: he was not finally converted to the "reduction

ist nihilism v/hich lies behind the worship of power and 

physical strength"(MI, 137-138). 

Podhoretz' standards had not suffered defeat 

during Basic Training, and he was later to learn that 

even in the military there is a respect and deference for 

education. He v/as soon put into a position of limited 

pov/er as acting Information-and-Education Officer, there 

to discover that it was his education and intelligence, 

as a separate entity, which had gained for him the respect 

and power he nov/ enjoyed. V/ho he was as a man had little 

to do v/ith his position: it was the factor of his intelli

gence v/hich had counted. He then realized that intelligence 

is a capital asset, even in the military, Podhoretz dis

covered, too, that by the army's own assessment, the com

bat infantryman v/as chosen largely from the lesser-educated 

draftees, V/ere these preferred because they are considered 

more malleable? Podhoretz raises the question, but does 

not answer it. 
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The closest equivalent to Basic Training that 

Willie Morris had v/as his freshman year at the University 

of Texas as a miserable fraternity pledge. This, too, was 

a kind of reductionist nihilism. At first, the older 

fraternity men were impressive figures in the eyes of 

young Morris, but not for long. 

The three men who met me—appalled, I was told later 
by my green trousers and the National Honor Society 
medal on my gold-plated v/atch chain—v/ere the kind 
that I briefly liked and admired, for their facility 
at small talk, their clothes, their manner, but whom 
I soon grev/ to deplore and finally to be bored by. 
They were the kind who made fraternities tick, the 
favorites of the Dean of Men at the time, respectable 
B or C-plus students, tolerable athletes, good with 
the Thetas or the Pi Phis; but one would find later, 
lurking there inside of them despite—or maybe because 
of—their good fun and jollity, the ideals of the 
insurance salesmian and an aggressive distrust of any
thing approaching thought, . . , That night they 
drove me around the campus, and they v/ere impressed 
that I knev/ from my map-reading where the University 
library was, for two of them v/ere not sure. 

(NTH, 151) 

The disdain with which Morris talks about these 

men is not unlike the disdain he felt toward the Methodist 

Youth Fellowship of an earlier time. The fraternity was 

a kind of religion for it gave its members a meaning in ^ 

life. The fraternity itself v/as only one of dozens of 

organizations one could join, and Morris joined as many 

as possible, including ROTO and the staff of The Daily 

Texan. 

Yet as time passed I v/ould grow progressively more 
lonely, more contemptuous of this organized anarchy, 
more despairing of the ritualized childishness and 
grasping narcissism of the fraternity life , . . . 
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for the organization itself, within the broader 
social framev/ork of the fraternity and sorority 
system on a big state university campus, v/as per
nicious and destructive—too encouraging of petty 
provincial snobbism, simple human waste, and down
right prejudice, too demanding on its inimiture 
young people of social appurtenances and the trap
pings of respectability. At its worst this system 
could be cruel and despicably smug, at its best it 
was merely an easy substitute for more intelligent 
and mature forms of energy. (NTH, 153-155) 

Morris' tone, as compared to Podhoretz' tone con

cerning Basic Training, is not of cynical humor. It has, 

rather, a v/istful sadness about it, for Morris does not 

take lightly v/hat he considered wasted human potential. 

The activities at the University of Texas were frenetic 

and consuming; being able to "take it" v/as not unlike the 

experience of Army Basic Training. As a substitute for 

thoughtful use of time, one proved his humanity by physical 

stamina and unreflective conformity. 

Perhaps the temporary nature of Basic Training is 

the main reason why Podhoretz does not give it a more 

serious appraisal, Morris, hov/ever, could ascertain that 

a student's activities at the University v/ould probably 

serve as a model for future community life, and he speaks 

bitterly of the time wasted on non-literate trivia, for 

he felt that such meaningless activity gave little possi

bility for creative outlets and genuine human relation

ships. 

From childhood through formal education, Morris 

and Podhoretz both give evidence of a changing sense of 
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self, Morris, coming out of the deep South v/here a man's 

emotions often took precedence over his mind, was begin

ning to understand at the University of Texas that a man's 

wealth could possibly be measured in terms of learning 

and sensitivity to higher forms of intellection. Podhoretz, 

coming out of a Brooklyn Jev/ish ghetto where the gain of 

monetary v/ealth was often the determiner of a man's voca

tional ambition, v/as trying to compromise the conflicting 

attitudes tov/ard v/ealth and success v/hich he encountered 

at home and at Columbia College. But Morris and Podhoretz 

both still had some fundamental revisions to undergo. 
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CHAPTER IV 

LITERARY INITIATION 

Willie Morris* experience as a writer actually 

began during his undergraduate years when he was first a 

contributor and then editor of the University of Texas 

student newspaper The Daily Texan. His editorship, which 

he characterizes as "vigorous and outspoken, naively ideal

istic and exuberantly but not radically liberal"(NTH, 187), 

was almost immediately under harsh criticism. He plunged 

himself into political inquiries and editorial opinions 

that put him on a direct firing line from the State Capitol 

building. Morris, reflecting on the year as past history, 

writes: 

A great irony occasionally besets an American state 
university, for it allows and at its best encourages 
one to develop his critical capacities, his imagina
tion, his values; at the same time, in its institu
tional aspects, a university under pressure can 
become increasingly v/ary of the very intent and 
direction of the ideals it has helped spav/n. It is 
too easy, too much a righteous judgment, to call this 
attitude hypocrisy, for actually it is a kind of 
schizophrenia. This involved more than a gap between 
preaching and practicing; it involves the splitting 
of a university*s soul. There can be something 
brutal about a university*s teaching its young people 
to be alive, av/are, critical, independent, and free, 
and then, when a threatening turn is taken, to reject 
by its actual behavior the substance of everythin>;̂  it 
claims for itself. Then ideals and critical capacities 
exist in a vacuum. They are sometimes ignored, and 
in extreme instances victimized. And the greater 
society suffers as well. (NTH, 184) 

45 
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The administrators of the University, under great 

pressure from legislative and lobbyist groups, were being 

forced from both sides to make decisions about journalistic 

freedom and restrictions. The crucial issue was whether 

or not the editorial opinion of a university daily should 

be limited to the campus and university environs, Morris 

believed that significant questions could and should be 

raised, especially in the realm of politics, and he felt 

that his training at the Texas institution had encouraged 

him to hold such a belief: 

I wanted the paper which would briefly be mine to be 
a living thing, distinctive and meaningful, in both 
its own tradition and the tradition of hard-hitting, 
outspoken American journalism. The University of 
Texas itself had taught me to place a high value on 
these qualities; the necessity of the free m.arket-
place of ideas was apparently high on its list of 
formal priorities. It was in the books in its 
libraries, the valedictions of its deans, administra
tors, commencement speakers, even on the buildings 
and statues around its campus. You cannot make 
gestures of support for all these things and expect 
them to have no context. They either apply to a 
particular setting or they do not apply at all. 

(NTH, 186) 

Foremost in the objections, and finally the cause 

of a Board of Regents censorship edict, was editorial com

ment on natural gas and oil taxation, "the twin deities" 

(NTH, 186) of state politics. Trouble followed trouble 

and the question broadened to involve the political privi

lege of faculty members. The publications board, with a 

student majority, stood squarely behind Morris' editorial 

policy and authorized a law student to look into the 
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legalities of the censorship which the Board of Regents 

wished to impose. The Regents had cited a rider on a 

state appropriations bill which forbade the spending of 

state money for the purpose of influencing legislation; 

however, the legal scholars and lawyers consulted by the 

attorney for the publications board refuted the applica

bility of the rider, saying that the implications of such 

an interpretation v/ould be terrifying. 

Morris, therefore, learned the journalistic ropes 

through hard experience, and learned as v/ell something of 

the art of political diplomacy. The University was made 

to do some serious self-evaluation, but whether or not the 

politicians learned from the experience is a moot question. 

Certain it is, hov/ever, that the involvement v/hich Morris 

had with politics during his student years served him well 

as preparation for his later post as editor of The Texas 

Observer, v/hich he assumed on his return from several years 

as a student of American history at Oxford University. 

When Morris returned to Texas, he knew v/hat to 

expect. The political arena v/as tough, mean, frustrating, 

demanding cool logic and careful rhetoric on the part of 

an editor. The Texas Observer had a reputation for being 

fearless in its analysis of political operations and had 

in its history uncovered various illegalities in state 

politics which other daily newspapers either ignored or 

approved. It was the only liberal bi-v/eekly newspaper in 
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the state, and, although the circulation v/as relatively 

small, it v/as well noted by most public officials. In the 

performance of his editorial duties Morris learned Texas 

from the inside out, traveling hundreds of miles geographi

cally and delving deep into the economic, political, and 

social institutions of Texas, 

A large portion of the section "Texas" (the middle 

section of the autobiography) is given to the discussion 

of particular politicians and political events. Vignettes 

and sketches of v/ell-known and not-so-v/ell-knov/n Texans 

from President Lyndon B, Johnson to*the local leader of 

the John Birch Society make for very interesting reading. 

The reader v/ho does not knov/ Texas first-hand v/i.ll probably 

find himself v/ondering at this collection of tales, v/onder-

ing v/here the blurry edges of veracity and artistic imagi

nation intermingle. The reader who knov/s Texas, of course, 

should be able to recognize the tales and the personalities 

as accurately related, no matter how incredible they may 

appear to be to a non-Texan. 

One such politician is described in this way: 

Of all the people I knew in Texas politics, Maury 
Maverick, Jr,, was probably the most colorful and 
certainly the most complicated; he knew that we 
Americans are a paste-up job, and he pondered our 
complications endlessly. He was a v/orrier, a 
brooder, and he would wrap himself around some polit
ical problem with such a pessimistic tenacity that 
one sometimes v/ondered if he would ever let go. When 
he was working on a speech he would grov/1 and moan, 
slumping into a chair and glowering v/ordlessly dov/n 
at the floor, cursing himself in the vivid Jan Antonio 
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idiom considerably more than he cursed the opposition. 
The next day he would go out and give a speech so 
full of fight and flourishing v/ith such an old-time 
optimism that a friendly audience would cheer and 
applaud with tears in their eyes. At the same time 
he was . . , one of God's last angry men v/ith a 
sense of humor, (NTH, 291) 

In the discussion of Texas politics, Morris has 

held up for the reader to view a shocking scene of polity 

by powerful lobby, by specious logic, by votes bought and 

sold with corporation Big Money, After some time spent 

reporting on such activities, Morris realized that all the 

anger and frustration of the most articulate journalist 

could not be as effective a v/eapon'as well-placed humor. 

In this environment it took me a fev/ weeks to learn 
that the heavy hand v/as not only ineffective, it v/as 
usually irrelevant. Humor was essentially a v/ay of 

man I knew in the political life of the state had a 
deep and abiding sense of the absurd. Hum.or also was 
an offensive v/eapon, the best way of expressing one's 
contempt. An editorial could go on for 5000 v/ords 
against a charlatan or a liar, one could quote every 
authority from St. Thomas Aquinas to I-iurray Kempton, 
but the barb or the burlesque v/as the better way to 
stalk an enemy. The country legislator is filled 
high with his ov/n importance, he esteems his own 
peculiar boondocks cynicism, but he seems deathly 
afraid of humor when it is employed against himself, 

(NTH, 217) 

This period of Morris' life which was spent as 

editor of The Texas Observer was particularly instructive 

for his future. To have left it out of his "developm.ental" 

or "education" autobiography would have been to omit the 

most stringent training he had had in the acquirement of 

knowledge about mankind—about the human animal and his 
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behavior. As he becam.e better acquainted with the state 

of Texas and observed closely its problems, its promise, 

and its people, he learned much that v/ould enable him to 

adjust later to the hardbitten world of the literary 

journalist in the East. Perhaps his most important acquire

ment was learning how to keep a perspective of thoughtful 

distance, though the v/hole of his experience with The Texas 

Observer v/as of inestimable value for a young man who was 

later to take a post on a national publication. 

Norman Podhoretz' initiation into the literary 

v/orld was much more ego-flattering° and perhaps much less 

realistic than Morris'. For the five-month period between 

Cambridge and arm.y induction, Podhoretz v/as shov/ered with 

attention by the Nev/ York literati. It v/as that time 

which gave him his first insights into the world he was 

now determined to enter. During that five months, he 

wrote a piece a month for Commentary, a feat which he calls 

"herculean" in retrospect. The remuneration for this 

writing v/as low in monetary value, but v/as worth more in 

"other forms of worldly currency, such as attention, admi

ration, and fame, for which men have alv/ays written" 

(MI, 108), But there was a greater value than these: 

experience. The men from whom Podhoretz learned were 

those who had been through the toughest experiences literary 

journalism could m.uster and v/ho were willing to treat 

Podhoretz as a worthy student. 
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The three magazines to which Podhoretz became 

attached were, themselves, at odds with one another. 

Commentary, which promised him a job after he had finished 

military duty, v/â  an overtly Jewish, but not a literary 

magazine; the idea behind Commentary v/as that there was a 

need for a "monthly journal of opinion that would devote 

itself primarily though not exclusively to a running 

critical examination of problems of Jev/ish concern, , , . 

a kind of Jev/ish Harper's only more scholarly"(MI, 96). 

Elliot Cohen, editor of Commentary, gave Podhoretz some 

of his most revealing insights into the possibility of 

a harmonious meld of avant-garde intellectualism and 

Jewishness, Podhoretz writes, "V;hether or not that image 

would be able to withstand close historical scrutiny , . . 

Cohen assuredly did arrange for certain members of the 

family to shake hands in public with their own Jewishness 

for the first time in their lives"(r/.I, 100). 

Partisan Review v/as also very important to 

Podhoretz. A magazine which began publication in 1934 as 

the voice of a Communist Party youth group, broke with 

that group over the question of the autonomy of art, and 

resumed publication in 1936 under V/illiam Phillips and 

Philip Rahv, it still preached revolutionary socialism 

but was at the same time anti-Stalinist. The combination 

of avant-garde experimentation in literature and left-win^ 

anti-Stalinism in politics became the hallmark which 
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identified the Family (the Nev/ York Jewish literary estab

lishment) , 

The most significant writing that Podhoretz did 

during his interim period was a critical piece on Saul 

Bellow's novel The Adventures of Augie March. The storm 

of sensitive indignation raised by the generally negative 

criticism of Podhoretz' article put him at the center of a 

controversy not easily forgotten. Bellov/, considered the 

V/hite Hope of the Family's literary complement, reacted 

with unleashed fury. There were several results of the 

criticism of Augie March, not the least of which v/as an 

invitation to the Philip Rahv's apartment for an evening 

which Podhoretz evaluates as his "coming of age," or in 

the Jev/ish sense, his literary bar mitzvah. The visit also 

brought forth an invitation to Podhoretz to write for 

Partisan Review. 

The third magazine that made a bid for Podhoretz' 

writing was the Nev/ Yorker, which "had its roots in, and 

was perhaps the only remaining literary exemplar of the 

cultural traditions of the pre-modernist period"(MI, 126). 

Because of the antagonism between the New Yorker and 

Partisan Review (which was essentially highbrov/ vs. middle

brow commercialism/philistinism), he was not so much 

flattered as perplexed by the invitation to write for the 

New Yorker, He feared his reputation with the Family 

would suffer. The reaction of two of his most trusted 
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friends and advisors, however, was one of excitement: 

Lionel Trilling and Robert Warshow felt the opportunity 

an extraordinary chance to bridge a cultural gap. 

The three publications—one Jewish, one political 

and avant-garde literary, one commercial and middle-brow 

literary—were the beginnings to which Podhoretz could 

point with a healthy amount of pride and anticipatioi;. 

Podhoretz is also careful to pay his debt (via 

his autobiography) to at least two of the men who haa 

helped him. Particular affection and attention is given 

by Podhoretz to his friend Robert V/arshow, "at thirty-four 

already one of the best essayists in the English lan̂ ûage 

and then, as now, one of the least appreciated. , . . He 

was to act not only as my mentor when I began writing; for 

Commentary and Partisan Reviev/ but also as a guide on my 

first brief safari into the wilds of New York literary 

society"(MI, 15^16)* V/arshow was everything that Podhoretz 

wanted to be—a man similar, in Podhoretz' opinion, to a 

professor of classics at Columbia, Moses Hadas, whom 

Podhoretz admired: 

, • • both men were humanists in the most literal 
sense of that word: human nature charmed, amused, 
delighted them, and v/here better to see it nakedly 
exposed than among the relatively unguarded young? 
. • . And from each man, one of whom gave me my 
first martini and the other my first N̂ev/ York 
"author's lunch," I learned the same lesson: that 
it was possible to achieve cultivation v/ithout 
losing touch with oneself, v/ithout doin̂ - violence 
to one's true feelings, without becoming pompous, 
pretentious, affected, or false to the realities 
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of one*s own exoerience—without, in short, becoming 
a facsimile V/ASP. (Mil, 111) 

The literary beginnings for both Morris and 

Podhoretz set each man apart from the ordinary neophyte 

journalist. Morris made a name for himself in Texas by 

his outspoken adherence to the high standards implicit in 

and demanded by "freedom of the press." Podhoretz was 

noticed by the powerful elite of the Nev/ York literati 

because of his precocious intellectual ability and achieve

ment in the literary field. Despite a measure of literary 

success, however, each m.an still had to go through the 

refining process. 



CHAPTER V 

ACQUISITION: POV/ER AND POSITION 

The essential focal point of i-iaking It is the 

examination of the concept, application, appreciation, 

and abuse of power. Power is deviously defined in 

Podhoretz* preface as "it v/as better to give orders than 

to take them"(MI, ix). As he matured, however, in his 

insights, he realized a more complete definition of pov/er 

than "taking orders." 

Power, then, was not only the performance of an 
action, it was also sovereignty, autonomy, freedom. 
To the degree that one v/as ansv/erable to oneself in 
the doing of a job, to that degree did one possess 
this second kind of power, and to that degree alone. 
. . . it could not simply be conferred: it had to 
be wrested to be acquired and then asserted to be 
made real and effective. (MI, l68) 

From several directions Podhoretz eventually arrives at 

the discussion of power. Even from the vantage point of 

the preface he is preparing the reader for the more thought

ful consideration of power as that achievement from which 

fame, money, success are the natural concomitants. 

From the sketchy references to his Cherokees, 

Social-Athletic Club days in Brownsville, through his 

military service, to the broader topic of his editorship 

of Commentary, Podhoretz is demonstrating the gradual 

growth of his understanding that intellectual acumen 

55 
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places one in a negotiable position in terms of the power 

he wishes to embrace. There is, in addition, the inter

dependence of literary pov/er and political power in estab

lishing new cultural horizons. As the Kennedy administra

tion attempted to bring an enlarged appreciation of the 

arts into a viable relationship to the democratic governing 

processes, a wide range of artists, entertainers and 

writers came into contact with the President and his ad

visors. The intellectuals were sought out for their ideas, 

not only for critical analyses of problems but also for some 

ideas on workable solutions. Once Podhoretz was invited 

to V/ashington to discuss with a member of the Kennedy 

administration ideas about the situation in Harlem. When 

the question v/as asked, "What should we do about it?", 

Podhoretz was astounded, for as an intellectual, he had 

not considered the possibility of affecting actual programs 

of legislation. Later when President Johnson asked several 

"intellectuals" to write their ideas about what they would 

like to see the President do during his term of office, 

Podhoretz was struck by the realization that he felt an 

alienation from his country that he could not overcome. 

"I could not tell the President of the United States what 

to do," he writes, "except in the vaguest rhetorical 

terms—the prose of my letter kept threatening to sound 

like the Preamble to the constitution or a refined Fourth 

of July speech—because I had never given enough serious 
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thought to the possibility that the country could be 

shaped in accordance with my •ideas*"(KI, 232). 

Podhoretz* struggle with the whole concept of 

power was not merely a theoretical problem. He found that 

to demand an examination of power was to commit oneself to 

do battle. When he returned from military service to the 

job which Cohen had held for him at Commentary, Podhoretz 

found a near-intolerable situation. Cohen had suffered a 

severe depression and had been hospitalized. Podhoretz* 

close friend, Robert Warshow, had died of a heart attack 

at the age of thirty-seven; Nathan Glazer had gone to 

another job. So when Podhoretz began work, there were two 

editors who, because they acted as one toward him, are 

referred to collectively as "The Boss." What Podhoretz 

had expected to be his editorial position did not materi

alize; that is, he was not co-equal with other editors, 

and his job soon began to make him miserable. In addition 

to vexations concerning his status on the magazine, 

Podhoretz was being initiated to the harsh realities of 

the human predicament. 

My negotiations with The Boss had taught me what 
anyone less retarded would have known by the time 
he was out of knee pants: that literary intellec
tuals are no different from other mortals when it 
comes to many of the things to which they themselves 
are often in the habit of pretending superiority. 
The occupational hazard of the literary intellectual 
is to believe that he is redeemed by consciousness. 
He knows, for example, what mean-spiritedness is, 
and he is, of course, against it; therefore, he need 
have no further worries about falling into it himself. 
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he is opposed to al the vices and in favor of all 
the virtues; and this, of course, makes him a 
righteous man v/ithout further ado. (MI, 150) 

When Podhoretz finally had suffered enough in 

terms of relationships as well as in the performance of 

duties, he decided to resign his position, and in the 

process precipitated a complete revamping of the magazine. 

The seriousness of the power struggle involved Podhoretz 

in an investigation, "six weeks of enough intrigue to have 

launched the Russian Revolution itself"(MI, I70), which 

led to a realization on his part: "One does not start such 

a fight without being forced to finish it: and that was 

another lesson I was to learn about pov/er when, terrified 

that my action would be interpreted as self-interestedly 

ambitious, I tried to back out even before the first round 

had been fought"(MI, I70). The result was that Podhoretz 

became one of three co-editors. This non-hierarchical 

kind of pov/er, hov/ever, was not satisfactory either, for, 

as Podhoretz began to realize, literary autonomy could be 

put to creative use only when a responsible editor with 

strong ideas was willing to assert his pov/er. Since this 

condition did not exist, Podhoretz subsequently resigned, 

resolving not to be ensnared again in the "nasty netv/orks 

of power"(MI, 173)• 

For about a year, Podhoretz tried his hand at 

free-lance writing, during which time he suffered the most 

dreaded vocational malady a writer can have--the writing 
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block. He simply could not produce a finished piece of 

journalistic v/riting. But v/hile he was agonizing over his 

literary impotence, the situation at Commentary changed, 

and Podhoretz v/as asked to consider the job of editor-in-

chief. His first im.pulse was to give an emphatic "no," 

but then after somie intensive soul-searching he had "one 

of those furious revelations v/hich seem to illuminate the 

whole universe in a single great clue"(MI, 210), Cf it 

he writes: 

It was the fifties that had been telling me to turn 
Commentary dov/n, in the language the dirty little 
secret had assumed during that period: the tired 
middle-aged language of skepticism, pessimism, and 
resignation. . . . I had decided to say No to the 
dying fifties and Yes to the coming sixties, to 
whose more adventurous and youthful spirit my first 
act of dedication v/ould b? accepting the editorship 
of Comm.entary, and my second, the effort to transform 
Commentary into its evangelical voice. It had been 
a very narrov/ escape indeed. (MI, 211) 

The "revelation" predicated Podhoretz' return to 

Commentary, and he brought v/ith him some embryonic ideas 

about power which he was to nurture as carefully as time 

and latitude would afford. V/hereas he had formerly char

acterized power as "the pov/er to coerce, hurt, kill, . . . 

to give vent to aggression"(MI, l8l), he began to see that 

if rightfully asserted, literary power had the ability 

"to shape the spirit of the age, to mold and extend con

sciousness, to heighten a sense of reality v/hich would 

otherwise be dulled, to make order v/here there v/ould 

otherwise be disorder, to bring life to the m.ind and 
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imagination v/here there would otherv/ise be illness and 

death"(MI, 188), He began to see, in a subtle way, how 

an utter willingness to be dismissed from his job by the 

American Jewish Committee was absolutely necessary if he 

v/as to exercise the freedom, or power that could be his as 

editor of Commentary. There was a new spirit being born 

in the early 1960s which Podhoretz might not have been 

able to help to im.plement had he not been willing to make 

some radical changes in the format and philosophy of his 

magazine. He strongly desired, also, that the Family 

become re-interested in Com:mentarv. 

Podhoretz became a third generation member of the 

metaphorical Jev/ish family, called by some the avant-garde 

intellectual Establishment, in v/hich resided the essential 

power of American letters. To the reader who knows little 

about the private lives of such intellectuals, Podhoretz' 

chapter entitled "The Family Tree" is quite interesting. 

Relationships, animosities, philosophies, ideologies which 

have been held by the Family may be examined in the light 

of their influence on cultural trends. In short, in the 

hands of these comparatively few intellectuals lay an 

enormous potential power to affect public opinion. Politi

cal concerns and polemics v/ere inextricably bound up with 

the intellectual position, and a style developed "which 

eventually came of its ov/n force to be identified in the 

eyes of many with the quality of intellectuality itself" 

(MI, 87-88). Explaining the dominant characteristics of 
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the Family, Podhoretz writes: 

Out of the experience of the brea]: with Stalinism, 
independence of mind , , . out of the schooling in 
Marxism, a tendency to viev/ all phenomena, including 
the arts, in their historical and social context; 
but, out of the schooling in modernism, a simul
taneous belief in the irreducible status and freedom 
of a work of art; out of the schooling in r.odernism, 
too, a passionate interest in the great masters of 
that movement and a contemptuous distaste for their 
"middlebrow" enemies , , , out of the feeling of 
beleaguered isolation shared with the masters of 
the modernist movement them.selves, elitism , , , 
out of that feeling as v/ell, a sense of hopelessness 
as to the fate of American culture at large and the 
correlative conviction that integrity and standards 
were only possible among "us," The style, then, 
was characteristically hypercritical, learned, 
allusive, (MI, 87-88) 

The encompassing factor, then, v/as that the Family 

was a group unto itself which felt an intellectual affinity 

The intellectual style had a "tone of disinterestedness 

• , , in relation to social, political, and even cultural 

problems, and rooting it in considerations not of the 

practical or the viable but of the despairingly moral" 

(MI, 8S), The Family also embraced a social allusiveness 

which made it all the more attractive to Podhoretz; much 

of his early ambition v/as simply to be noticed and approved 

of by the Family, Names such as Rahv, Trilling, Kazin, 

Macdonald, Arendt, Fiedler, Hov/e, Bellov/, Mary I.'.cCarthy, 

David Bazelon, the late Delm.ore Schv/artz, Dupee, and 

Sidney Hook studded the Family tree. From some of them 

Podhoretz v/on approval and from, others a negative reaction 
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so strong as to be a sort of inverse approval; but he had, 

nonetheless, become a part of the intellectual group that 

wielded power in the literary capital of the United States, 

For Willie Morris the attraction of New York em.a-

nated from a more general allurement. He headed for Nev/ 

York, which he soon called the Big Cave, with little more 

than high hopes. Morris writes: 

Our literature is filled with young people like 
myself who came from the provinces to the Big Cave, 
seeking involvement in what one always thought from 
the outside was a world of incomparable wonder, 
hoping for some vague kind of literary "fulfillment." 
. . . V/hy did we come? . . . We had always come, the 
most ambitious of us, because we had to, because the 
ineluctable pull of the cultural capital when the 
wanderlust was high was too compelling to resist. 

(NTH, 318) 

He also notes that the dangerous pov/er of New York v/as 

that it might cause a young person to deny himself in his 

uniqueness; it could, however, become a testing place for 

that uniqueness, making the struggle to rise above one's 

regional narcissisms an invalid excuse for becoming an 

expatriate from his own heritage. 

Whereas for Podhoretz the frenetic Big City had a 

"hometown" familiarity, for Morris it was so different 

that a good bit of his third section entitled "New York" 

is made up of descriptive passages about life in the Big 

Cave, These descriptions are noteworthy because they 

demonstrate the extent of Morris' need to exercise inner 

power over his natural instincts to try to prove his 
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superiority. He mentions several times that he could feel 

a "slow, Mississippi boil" rising up inside in response 

to an unjust situation. As he squarely faced his own 

limitations and prejudices, he was enabled to be broader-

minded toward the prejudices and self-serving cruelties 

of other dv/ellers of the Big Cave, 

About his first landlords Morris v/rites: "I had 

known Mississippi red-necks, mother-killers, grandmother-

killers, sixth-year graduate students, and spitballers who 

threw at your head; I had never run up against people so 

lacking in the human graces"(NTH, 342). He comments on 

murderous rides on the IRT subv/ay, saying: "I wish John 

Donne could have taken the Seventh Avenue IRT during the 

morning rush hour, before sitting down to v/rite about 

islands, clods, promontories, and bells"(NTH, 347). He 

tells of a New York editor v/ho was superb at making Morris 

feel like a "pluperfect hick"(NTH, 327) and of another 

who was "the epitome of shy gentleness and humanity, 

though tense around the edges"(NTH, 331)• New York traffic, 

he says, causes "a new arrival to feel that hum.anity here 

was always at war with its miachines and with itself" 

(NTH, 335). Of his first literary cocktail party, he 

writes: "After a few seconds I had the distinct impression 

that everyone was looking at everyone else"(?;TH, 358). 

He focuses attention, too, on conflicts between the races, 

which, he observes, are different from those in the South. 
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One of the most striking passages in North Toward Home 

describes Morris' reaction to the claustrophobic v/alls 

of the Big Cave, Faulkner's prose v/ould sometimes haunt 

him as he was walking along some frantically traveled 

avenue with its "terrible reduction in humanity": 

(̂ itj . , , brought back the image of the Bear for 
me—"solitary, indomitable, and alone; v/idowered, 
childless and absolved of mortality," indestructible 
in the woods and sv/amps, too large and mythic for 
the mechanical terrors of Madison Avenue. I wanted 
to see him v/alking up the dead center of the street, 
flaying his crooked foot at an obnoxious truckdriver, 
ripping dov/n street signs, breaking restaurant v/in-
dows, chasing the horrified junior executives and 
P.R. men straight up Madison and into Altm.an's, and 
then v/atch with the same admiration of young Ike 
McCaslin as the Bear "faded back into tKe wilderness 
without m.otion as he had v/atched a fish, a huge old 
bass, sink back into the dark depths of its pool and 
vanish without even any movements of its fins." Such 
were one's daydream:S after lui'.chtim.c in the Cave. 

(NTH, 375-376) 

V/hile these myriad experiences were pressing in 

upon Morris, he also had to become adjusted to the power 

politics of the journalistic world. Having explored the 

pov/er of Texas politics, he was only partially equipped 

to deal with the pov/er of the New York literary world. 

It was "a harsh, cliquish, nervous world, a reflection of 

the great concentration of contemporary American writing 

in the cities. It was a world characterized by a fine 

abrasiveness, an impatience v/ith the old regionalisms, and 

a disdain for intellectual insufficiency of any kind. It 

broke new records in wordage. It v/as mean as hell"(NTH, 

400). V/hen Morris entered the scene, the non-fiction 
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essay published by periodicals v/as to come to fruition and 

was to make its mark v/ith a new inventiveness and sophisti

cation. 

Editors of these exciting publications wielded 

great power, because of the new consciousness of the 1960s, 

Morris v/rites that the "magazine editor must give tone and 

character to the magazine he edits. He must be above all 

a catalyst of good writing, he must provide sympathy, 

respect, and sometimes cajolery, he must understand and 

appreciate the great diversity of American experience" 

(NTH, 411-412), 

The power of the written word continued to fasci

nate Morris, for he felt that in the 1960s the literary 

artist v/as fighting a battle against mass-media homogeneity. 

The battle was being fought, hov/ever, by an intellectuality 

lacking in regard for human flaws and weaknesses. Morris 

fought his private battle against this cold and harsh 

intellectuality. He v/rites: 

An emphatic distinction between the more serious, 
often Jewish and socialist intelligentsia (con
taining some of the country's best critics) and the 
sv/inging pop-art nihilists has to be made, yet the 
newcomer to the city on first exposure could easily 
be bowled over by either, or both, without quite 
knowing v/hat had hit him, or why. There v/ere so 
many words that one sometimes ceased believing that 
they meant much of anything. The high-powered 
intellection, the abstract and diffuse verbal ex
changes, especially by the most dashing and "in" 
of the young academics, often went right by me. 

(NTH, 404) 

The greatest test for Morris was the demand that 
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he come to terms with himself as he made the adjustment 

to a culture which stood at odds with his Southern heritage. 

His descriptions of the impersonal and sometimes cruel 

living conditions in Manhattan as well as the hard realities 

of his chosen professional milieu are indicative of the 

pressure on him to seek an increased inner power and 

strength. Either he had to bov/ to the "brainwashing" of 

the Eastern cliques and, denying his heritage, become less 

of an individual, or he had to take the slower and more 

difficult route to self-understanding and integrity. He 

chose the more difficult route. Indeed, the epigraph of 

his autobiography is one of Gavin Stevens' speeches in 

Faulkner's Intruder in the Dust: "The past is never dead. 

It's not even past," And for Willie Morris the past could 

never be dead. 

It is no small irony, then, that Ralph Ellison 

and Al Murray, both Negro writers from the South, were 

foremost among those who helped Morris during his first 

years in Nev/ York to come to terms with his own complex 

experiences as a Southern v/hite boy, Morris writes: 

[Ellison and Murray] . . . suggested to me as much 
as anyone else I had ever known the extent to v/hich 
the easy abstractions, the outsider's judgment of 
what one ought to feel, had simplified and dogmatized 
and hence dulled my ov/n perceptions as an outlander 
in the East. . . . They v/arned me, by word and by 
personal example, to beware of being "brainv/ashed" 
by a lot of accoutrements that could easily betray 
one's own unique consciousness as a v/hite Southern 
intellectual from Yazoo City, l«;ississippi--accoutre-
ments that could make an unwary Southerner a 
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rhetorician rather than a writer. For a long time in 
my life, I had been ashamed of my Mississippi origins. 
Yet shame was too simple and debilitating an em.otion, 
too easy and predictable—like bitterness. It v/as 
more difficult to understand one's origins, to dis
cover v/hat v/as distinctive and meaningful in themi, 
to compare them v/ith the origins of others, to give 
shape to them for the sake of some broader understand
ing of place and experience. (NTH, 385-386) 

As Morris traces the development of his literary 

career, he shov/s that a revised self-understanding is 

essential to the consequent growth of his inner pov/er. 

The reader is made aware that the new self-image is indis

pensable for Morris as he reflects on his ov/n history. 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

According to the norms set forth in the introduc

tion. North Toward Home and Making It each qualify as a 

bona fide autobiography. Each book is a work that v/as 

planned at the outset and v/as written in a conscious liter

ary form. There is an orderly plan of narration and a 

sustained attempt to delineate the whole life, albeit 

with selected details. And perhaps most importantly, each 

autobiography is an examination of a self as a sovereign 

integrity and as a member of society, reflecting univei^al 

problems and characteristics. 

It has been demonstrated that the emphases of 

North Toward Home and Making It differ; therefore much of 

the content of each differs in tone. Whereas Podhoretz 

has written a story of success, exploring and revealing 

much about the process of attaining fame, wealth, and 

power, Morris has written of a man's development as a sen

sitive human being while in the process of becoming suc

cessful in his chosen vocation. Although both men have 

written "developmental" autobiographies, there is a dis

cernible difference in concern: Podhoretz is much more 

inclined to interpret intellectually the nuances and 
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demands of success; Morris responds to and interprets the 

events of his life from a more nearly humanistic stand

point. His story is a probing assessment of what time and 

place and human relationships can do to thrust a man toward 

fulfillment. 

When Morris turns his attention to the people he 

knev/, his character sketches are insightful, though not 

always complimentary, giving flesh and sinew to real people 

v/ho touched his life in real ways. They are included as 

people in their ov/n right. He reflects a sense of place, 

unquestionably difficult to define and understand, but 

deeply rooted in passionate loyalties and inherited memo

ries. He never minimizes the soul-rending anguish of 

having to recognize Mississippi v/ith both heart and head: 

nostalgia for the homeland is present even as the mind 

accepts the hard facts of civil rights and justice. 

Podhoretz, in contrast, seems to use the characters 

he describes to enhance his own position, and at times the 

characters presented appear, as literary creations, to be 

flat or one-dimensional. For example, the several glances 

the reader gets of Lionel Trilling are primarily in the 

context of giving Podhoretz either good advice, good 

reviews, or A pluses, and there is only the barest of 

clues that Trilling is one of the foremost teachers and 

critics in contemporary American letters. It appears that 

only a few of Podhoretz' friends are important to him in 
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themselves. This attitude toward others may well be a 

reflection of the nature of growing up in a family that 

had no roots in the country and of inhabiting the crowded, 

urban, ghetto-like metropolitan area, where friendships 

were based on power, and where the pace of life was rushed. 

Examining the writing style of each man, the 

reader may gain a m̂ easure of insight into the two self-

understandings, Morris' prose is full and flowing, never 

reckless, combining an engaging story-telling technique 

with a sense of rhythm. His structure is quite balanced: 

there are three major sections, each of which is comprised 

of ten chapters, the last chapter of each section being 

devoted to a brief recapitulation which points forward. 

Even the concluding sentences of North Toward Home offer 

a feeling of continuity: 

Why was it, in such moments just before I leave the 
South, did I always feel some easing of a great 
burden? It was as if someone had taken some terrible 
weight off my shoulders, or as if some old grievance 
had suddenly fallen away. The big plane took off, 
and circled in widening arcs over the city, over 
the landmarks of my past, and my people's. Then, 
slowly, with a lifting heavy as steel, it circled 
once more, and turned north toward home. (NTH, 437-438) 

There is also an openness implicit in Morris' 

style. It is as though he has offered himself, rarely in 

an inflated manner, as a man who desires to share his 

past—pain and pleasure—not with an impersonal public, 

but with a friend, 

Podhoretz' style is of quite another kind. It is 
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hard, analytical of almost every feeling expressed, with 

a cutting edge most of the time, brutally frank about some 

people and events, one-sided in much of its criticism of 

individuals, and too often smug, smelling faintly of con

descension. The structure of Making It is sometimes dis

tracting because of rather disjointed emphases, Podhoretz 

may interrupt the running narrative to devote a few pages 

to some problem or hypothesis. These insertions are not 

necessarily dull or superfluous, but they do break the 

rhythm of the book. 

Although differing in style and content, there is 

a disarming candor in both books and an interesting self-

revelation, A reader's personal preference for one does 

not negate the value of the other, Morris, v/riting out of 

an established sense of place and out of a heritage of 

Southern graciousness, states in two phrases the philo

sophical thesis of his book: 

A young writer's work rests in a very real way on 
his own private ego—on his ov/n personal faith that 
what he has to write and the way he writes it are 
important in themselves, important to his own time 
and to future generations. . . . The feeling grew 
upon me, not apocalyptically but slov/ as could be, 
slow as good sourm.ash gets its mellowing or as a 
young man matures and finds balance, that in the 
great chaos of modern existence it was one's work 
that mattered, work in the broadest and most meaning
ful sense—this and being close to the people one 
loved, (NTH, 413, 42?) 

Podhoretz, writing out of an impressively preco

cious intellect and an immigrant's sense of alienation. 
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openly charges that ambition has replaced erotic lust as 

the "dirty-little-secret" of the American soul. In this 

sense. Making rt is a limited autobiography which makes 

its appeal to the 

standards according to v/hich superstition, hypocrisy, 
and cant are more damaging to the health of the soul 
than the admittedly painful offenses against "good" 
taste that are bound to be committed by a confessional 
writer bent on bringing the secret out into the open 
and thus helping to v/eaken its pov/er to shame. 

(MI, xiii) 

One of the marked differences, then, between Morris 

and Podhoretz is the substance of each man's revised self-

understanding. For Morris it meant establishing a right 

attitude toward himself and other men and re-evaluating 

his attitude toward his Southern heritage; for Podhoretz 

it meant an examination of the sources of one man's power 

and a re-evaluation of his attitude toward power, ambition, 

and success. 
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